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T h e use of a three-dimensional
real-time movement analysis System in sport
by Martin Thomas Spahr
In this article, the SimBA 2.0 system (sportspecific, Interactive, multimedial movement
archive) for IBM-compatible personal Computers is presented.
This system is used for the visual threedimensional presentation ofmovementehii
Space and real time and cannot only be ^
used for the documentation and archiving
of movements, but also for Interactive;
multimedial teaching and learning in technical instruetion and training.
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Introduction
The use of media has become something
quite normal in sport. Instructional films,
videos and picture sequences are used in
education and technical training. The movements of athletes during competitions are
often recorded by video and are later evaluated. The use of movement analysis Systems
assists in the quantification of the movement process. Complex measuring and Computing processes help athletes, scientists and
coaches to produce. understand and
improve Performances. Athletes have access
to a huge amount of information about
their own movements and the movements
of other athletes.
A further increase in training volume,
adjunet training measures, and care of the
athletes does not seem to be feasible. This
development is accompanied by a rapid
technical development in the areas of communication, medicine, Computer, video
technique, etc. The manifold information
resulting from these processes must be
selected, canalised and illustrated to be
effective.
Many scientists try to expand their knowledge about the processes of pereeption,
information processing, information storage
and information retrieval. Different theories
about learning processes and processes happening during learning and movement execution compete with one another. On the
other hand. as yet only few research projects have focussed on the imparting of
information and factors influeneing this
process. Even fewer projects have dealt with
questions concerning the development of
new Systems or methods for imparting
information in sport.
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In this article. the SimBA 2.0 system will
be presented [SimBA = Sportspezifisches,
interaktives, multimediales BewegungsArchiv (= sport-specific, Interactive, multimedial movement archive).
This system is still being developed and
will be used for the visual three-dimensional
presentation of movements. The pole vault
movement used in the presentations is the
5.50m vault by Tim Lobinger during the
World Championships in Athens in 1997.
This vault was evaluated by the Institute for
Athletics and Gymnastics at the German
Sport University Cologne and has been made
available to the author for the purpose of
demonstration.
The SimBA 2.0 system cannot only be used
for the documentation and archiving of
movements. but also for Interactive, multimedial teaching and learning in technical
instruetion and training.
The theoretical basis of pereeption and
visuomotor learning cannot be dealt with
here. Readers interested in these topics
should consult the available Special literature. Evaluation studies from the area of
movement visualisation using Computer Systems could not be found by the author of
this article.
2

Basis

The feedback-free observation of movement executions by means of videography
and the subsequent processing of these
observations using movement analysis Systems produce data records containing
three-dimensional local coordinates of
selected body points. On the basis of this
data calculations with very different analytical goals are carried out. The results of the
analysis are, for example. used for determining the athlete's State of Performance
capacity, the quality of the execution of
technique, or they are used as input information for movement simulations. Thereafter the results are published. included in
the training planning for the athletes, or the
data are printed out in the form of diagrams
or kinegrams. In most cases the data, whose
creation requires a lot of time and work, has
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served its purpose then and disappears on
storage media, on shelves or in cabinets.
The Intention to make further use of this
data and the basic idea that the presentation of movements makes only sense when
the presentations themselves are moving
too, gave rise to the idea to develop a Computer programme which - starting from
three-dimensional local coordinates - can
present movements in space and in real
time. Thus in addition to the established
media (video. print media, etc.) a modern
technical aid for the visualisation of movement would be available some of whose
possibilities go far beyond the possibilities
of the already existing media.
3

Equipment

The SimBA 2.0 system will be developed
for IBM-compatible personal Computers (PC)
with Microsoft WINDOWS 9x. The great
popularity of this Computer type clearly
supports this Option. The equipment of the
necessary Computers (capacity of processor,
storage. hard disk and video card) corresponds with the Standard equipment of the
currently (spring 1999) available Computers
of the lower price category ($ 800-900). This
is also the typical Computer equipment used
by the readers of this article. A result of this
is that the restricted capacity of the Computer must be utilized to its limits to
achieve satisfying results regarding the
quality and particularly the velocity of the
presentation.
4

Input data o f the programme

As starting information the SimBA 2.0
Programme requires three-dimensional local
coordinates of body points (Joint points) of a
movement. In general there are two ways of
creating the data required: on the one hand
from the video material of a real movement,
and on the other hand from the movement
Simulation of e.g. m u l t i - b o d y Systems
(human modeis).
In most cases the XYZ data are created by
manual marking of the relevant body points
in video pictures (shots from at least two
different perspectives) using a video picture
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evaluation system. Although the automati- matically adapts to the frequency used, and
cal tracking of the points is possible using the data is always presented in its real time
different Systems available on the market, structure.
these Systems are unfortunately not yet
Control of the programme
suitable for optimal use. The process of data 5
creation takes a lot of time and is characterThe system funetions as an Interface
ized by various problems which have not yet between user and movement data. The user
been solved. In addition to the spatial infor- controls the programme by means of a
mation. SimBA 2.0 also requires the time graphic user surface (Figure 1). In one or
component of the movement. which is a several Windows the programme shows the
result of the shooting frequency of the movement aecording to the setting chosen.
video camera used. The PAL television Stan- The viewing position, the presentation
dard uses 25 complete pictures per second, velocity and the modes of presentation can
whereas the NTSC television Standard uses be changed at any time. The setting chosen
30 complete pictures per second. However, can be stored as a complete scene. The posin sport science highsibility of maintaining
speed video Systems
the setting chosen by
with
considerably «?r?
importing data records
higher shooting f r e and of exchanging
quencies (e.g. 250 Hz)
only the movement
are sometimes used.
data is of particular
This means t h a t the
advantage.
movements of objeets
The user can change
(athlete). as far as
the viewing position
their course in space
by means of the
and time is concerned.
- mouse, the keyboard
are rendered quantifiB P or an input medium
able over a certain
surface
of
SimBA
2.0 w i t h six d e g r e e s o f
Figure 1: Graphical user
period of time.
freedom
(Logitech
Cyberman
II).
In
this
context
a
difference
Simulations of human modeis produce
movement data which are. for example, cre- must be made between a translatory and a
rotational movement of the viewer position.
ated by calculating the physical interactions
In addition three coordinate Systems are
of body segments with one another or with
taken into aecount: 1. the data/world coorthe environment.
dinate system, 2. the camera coordinate SysThe quality, i.e. the degree of reality of tem, and 3. the screen coordinate system.
the model used, is decisive for the validity of Time control takes place by means of a task
the data material produeed. From the data bar resembling the control panel of a video
produeed the movement of Joint points over recorder. The user can change and adjust
time can be caleulated. Subsequently these the modes of presentation at any time using
trajeetories can be easily used in the system. switch, seleetion window and dialogue WinIn addition to the two aforementioned dow.
possibilities the consideration of data material from the use of EMGs and force plates is
Methods of presentation
intended. At present the Integration of this 6
data is being developed.
In general, the whole method of presentaSimBA 2.0 uses the so-called MKS tion is based on render technology, which
(meters-kilograms-seconds) system as uni- means that spatial objeets (volume modeis),
tary system of the input data, and the ISB light sources and at least one camera are
coordinate system is used as Standard coor- placed in a Virtual, three-dimensional space
dinate system. The frequency of recording and that their interactions are caleulated at
the input data is variable, SimBA 2.0 auto- any given point in time. The position and
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the scaling of the individual objeets (body
segments) is based on the local coordinates
of the input data. Different volume modeis
are already available: a simple, colour-differentiated volume model based on the
HANAVAN body model, a cylinder/ball
model, a textured jointed doll model, and a
skeleton model.
By designing the features of the objeet
surface (colour, amount of refieetion, selfglow. texture. transparency) and the characteristics of the light sources (parallel light,
point light or spot, brightness," direction and
ränge of the light) an Image of a natural
scene is created. In addition to the perspective distortion, the casting of the shadow is
of significance, too. Unrealistie effects cause
considerable disturbances of pereeption and
should therefore be avoided. Not the characteristics of the objeet themselves are of
importance, but the Stimuli created by them
during the vicwer's process of pereeption.
The presentation o f a "matchstick man" by
connecting the individual input data points
(body points) can be realised more easily.
However, one problem of this type of presentation is the unclear viewing position
when looking at the figure. For example, the
viewer has the Impression that the viewing
position changes from top left to bottom
right. On the other hand, an advantage is
that there is no covering of parts of the
body. Consequently, both types of presentation can be used in SimBA to benefit from
the advantages or avoid the disadvantages
of the respective type of presentation.
The second decisive aspeet of the method
of presentation is the time component
because using this system the movement
presentations shall be moving, too. To pereeive movements as "fluent" by means of a
projection process, the presentation frequency should not be slower than ca. 25 Hz.
Lower frequencies give the Impression of a
"jerking" movement, whereas higher frequencies give the Impression of "fluency".
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The relationship between both aspects
aforementioned is reeiproeally proportional.
If the complexity of the scene increases, calculations get more complex, too (the number of the polygones to be caleulated and

drawn determines the degree of complexity), and the presentation frequency decreases. Therefore, a compromise must be made
between the complexity and the frequency
ofthe presentation.
In the following paragraph the as yet
available possibilities of presentations and
their variations will be discussed. At the end
of each paragraph further presentations will
be dealt with and Special problems will be
pointed out if necessary. As the focus of this
article is on the practical Implementation,
the theoretical foundations will not be dealt
with.
6.1

Degree of abstraction of the presentation

From the spatial positions of the individual body point data across time (trajeetories)
two-dimensional kinegrams can be created
(Figure 2). By taking into aecount spatial
depth and perspective distortion (distant
objeets seem to be smaller than near
objeets) two-dimensional projeetions of
three-dimensional objeets are formed (Figure
3). If the viewing position is changed, the resulting presentations will be correspondingly
turned or shifted with or without distortion
(Figures 4 and 5). During the flow of the programme a human model is normally presented which is moving all the time. Different
modes of presentation can be used:
• Matchstick man (Figure 6)
• Volume model (Figure 7)
• Volume model with environment (Figure 8).
6.2

Different camera set-ups

In the case of a wide ränge of movement
of the objeet, the observation of the whole
scene (total view: the field of view of the
camera encompasses the complete ränge of
movement of the objeet) from a static camera perspective results in the objeet itself
being presented as only very small (Figure 9).
For this reason four different possibilities
of tracking the objeet have been integrated
into the programme:
• Camera move: The camera is moved to a
selected body point in an axis-related.
translatory way (Figure 8).
• Camera pan: The camera is located at a
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Figure 2: 2D kinegram without perspective

Figure 3: 2D kinegram with perspective

fixed spot and is only rotated in an axisrelated way in the direction of a selected
body point (Figure 10).
• Camera path: The camera is moved along
an editable. spatial path and can optionally be directed at a selectable body point in
an axis-related way (Figure 11).
• Rotation camera: The camera is aligned in
relation to a triangle formed by three
selectable body points (Figure 12).

way. This enables the viewer to concentrate
on details of the movement. An absorbing
mechanism, which can be switched on
optionally, prevents very jerky camera
movements.

The advantage of these camera set-ups
over a static camera is that the objeet
remains in the field of view all the time and
that unusual perspectives (particularly in the
case of the rotation camera and the camera
path) can be presented in a reproducible

Provided that certain body points are
existent in the data record and that the
quality of the data material is very good.
there is a further Special feature of the rotation camera: By positioning the camera in
the head of the model (the triangle is
formed by both ears and a head point) a socalled subjeetive camera can be simulated.
This enables the viewer to pereeive the
scene from the athlete's point of view.
Unfortunately the data record used as an

Figure 4: 3D kinegram without perspective

Figure 5: 3D kinegram with perspective
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Figure 6: Matchstick man centred on CG (body's centre of gravity)
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Figure 7: Volume model jointed doll centred on CG

Figure 8: Volume model jointed doll centred on CG with environment
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Figure 9: Static camera

Figure 10: Camera pan (with the CG as the chosen point to be tracked)

Figure 11: Camera path, free camera movement with tracking (view) on CG

Figure 12: Rotation camera, fixation of the trunk by three body points
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example does not enable this form of presentation.
6.3

Velocity Variation of the presentation

In general the System operates on the
basis of the real velocity of the original
movement (see above: input data). However.
it is desirable that the movements are presented in a more variable way as far as time
is concerned. The extension (slow motion) or
shortening (fast motion) of the time component of a data record depends on different
factors of influence:
• Shooting frequency
• Capacity of the equipment / presentation
frequency (pictures per second on the
Computer monitor)
• Complexity of the presentation
• Desired presentation quality as far as time
is concerned.
The system operates with data which are
discrete as regards time, i.e., for each data
record a different time interval is coneeivable (shooting frequency). With different
Computer modeis or equipment the Computing capacity is different, too. More complex
scenes require a longer Computing time
than simple scenes. This also applies to the
matchstick man as compared with the volume model. However, in spite of this. SimBA
2.0 always shows the movement as having
the same time structure as the original
movement. During the presentation the Programme takes these influences into aecount
and compensates for them by a dynamic.
non-linear Interpolation of intermediate
pictures or by the elimination of pictures.
Only this method allows the use of most different Computer equipment and a variable
control of the presentation velocity. The
Interpolation funetion can be switched off
or on at any time in order to guarantee the
exclusive presentation of the original data.
An extension of time without this method
creates the so-called false slow motion (Single pictures are only presented for a longer
time. the presentation frequency is reduced).
However. "genuine slow motion" is desired.
Here the presentation frequency remains as
high as possible. Using a scroll box or an
50

input field the slow motion or fast motion
factor can be changed in a comfortable way
(Figure 13). There is even the possibility of
carefully navigating the movement forward
or backward.

6.4 Sequence detail
It is not only the presentation of the total
movement which is always of interest.
Therefore the programme offers the possibility to define a detail of the sequence
(Figure 14). Like the total sequence, this
detail can be presented as a so-called endless loop or it can be started again and
again by operating a switch.
6.5

Fade-ins

In contrast to video and picture sequences
not worked on the presentation of fade-ins
can be realised in a user-dependent way by
means of a Computer. The presentation of
trajeetories (body point paths) (Figure 15),
coordinate system, data space cuboid, cameras (when using several views), kinegrams,
vectors and spectrograms (movement parameters are made visible on lines/body Segments by colour scales) (Figure 16) is direetly integrated into the programme. Via dialogues these trajeetories can be adapted to
different requirements. For example. the
trajeetories can be presented in the following ways:
• Total presentation (from the start to the
end of a sequence)
• Development (from the start of a
sequence up to the present point in time)
• Short (only a certain space of time before
the present point in time is presented)
• Line (as a line)
• Point (as trajeetory of points)
• Trail (option for short presentation; the
trajeetory gradually fades out from start
to end)
• Fixed point (the trajeetory is presented
relative to a selectable body point).
Different combinations of these forms of
presentation are possible by selecting certain set-ups. In the future the spectrogram
Option will be available for the trajeetory
and kinegram presentation. too. Using a
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Figure 13: Triple extension in time (in relation to Figure 8)

Figure 14: Sequence detail

Figure 15: Volume model jointed doll centred on CG with superimposed CG trajeetory
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Figure 16: Presentation as matchstick man with spectrogram of the a m o u n t of present velocity
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Figure 17: Presentation of a difference picture

Figure 18: Laterality change, original version at the top / reflected version at the bottom
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Figure 19b: Anaglyphe technique
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Figure 19c: Parallel view technique
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Script language it is possible to integrate
additional variations of fade-ins. For example, body modeis for the calculation of the
CG can be integrated this way. The calculations are done in real time, i.e., during the
flow of the programme. The presentation of
body angles is planned.
6.6 Special forms o f presentation
The following presentation forms must be
dealt with separately because they are only
an expansion ofthe modi aforementioned.
6.6.1 Presentation of difference pictures
By using two different data records at the
same time it is possible to present so-called
difference pictures for the intra-individual
or inter-individual comparison of movements (Figure 17). In the currently existing
version of the programme this Special case
can be created only indi'rectly. To do this,
data records which are temporally adjusted
to a certain event (e.g. take-off) and which
are characterized by the same recording frequency must be combined. It is planned to
Import data with the possibility of fixing
times of Synchronisation and to shift. rotate
and refleet the data in space (this is necessary if the coordinate origin is not identical
and the orientation of the coordinate System is different).
6.6.2 Laterality change
In some cases (e.g. visualisation of model
technique pictures) it is desired to present
X-view technique

left eye

left picture

right eye

6.6.3 Stereoscopic presentation
Today the stereoscopic presentation
(Impression of spatial depth) of movements
is still the exception. In the future this form
of presentation will become established in
different types of media. SimBA 2.0 uses the
stereoscopic presentation (Figurel9b) to
present the spatial structure of a threedimensional movement not only as shortened by a two-dimensional projection. Of
course, even in this form of presentation the
movement is shown as moving.
Fundamentally all stereoscopic processes
are carried out aecording to the same basic
principle: each eye must be presented a picture which is off centre. The method used in
the programme is called anaglyphe method
(Figure 20) and requires a pair of colour filter spectacles (in this case red and cyan) as
aid. Here two offset pictures are subjeeted
to a colour Channel Separation; the picture
for the left eye contains only the red fractions, whereas the picture for the right eye
contains only the green and blue fractions.

Anaglyphe technique

<»€>
right picture

the movement execution of a right-handed
athlete using the preferred mode of execution of a left-handed athlete (Figure 18).
One possible way of doing this is reflecting
the data record on the sagittal plane of the
objeet (body). This method cannot always be
used because external factors narrow down
the movements to be selected. For example,
in tennis an isolated stroke can be reflected,
whereas a playing Situation cannot be
reflected.

C!G

left ft riqht picture

left eye

right eye

Parallel view technique

left picture

riqht picture

6 6
left eye

right eye

Figure 20: Elementary techniques of stereoscopic viewing
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By an additive cross fade the mixed picture
is eventually created. Using this method it is
even possible to create spatial colour pictures although only a limited colour spectrum is available.
To give the readers of this article the
chance to judge the spatial Impression
themselves double pictures are presented in
Figures 19 a and 19c which can be looked at
without aids. This can be done using two
different viewing techniques (Figure 20):

If in your case neither of these methods is
successful you unfortunately belong to
those people whose oculomotor system is
not aecustomed to such extreme view techniques. Therefore Figure 21 is a schematic
effeet drawing of this presentation form.
7

O u t p u t funetion

In addition to the real-time presentation.
the programme also includes the option to
Output
video
sequences using progressive
scanning
(Computer) or linejump
scanning
(video). These video
sequences can, for
example. be included
in presentations or
video films.

• X-view t e c h n i q u e :
Squint at the picture
(Figure 19a) in such a
way that the vision
axes cross at half the
distance to the picture. Use your finger
as an aid by holding
it in the middle position and looking over
it. You should see
8
Final remark
only three pictures
with only the middle
Figure 21: Scheme of the stereoscopic effeet The SimBA 2.0 visualipicture having the
sation system is still
stereoscopic effeet.
in the phase of development and experiment. That is why a provisional version of
• Parallel view technique:
the
programme has not yet been tested.
Try to fix the right picture with your right
However, the basic forms of presentation
eye and the left picture with your left eye
have been realised. To develop the Pro(Figure 19c). When doing so it can be
gramme further and to adapt it to the
helpful to imagine a very distant objeet to
requirements of the target group it would
cause a divergent movement of the eyes
be advantageous to be informed about the
(in the extreme case: parallel alignment of
manifold wishes and demands of potential
the eyes). Again you should only see three
users. In this context it would also be helppictures with only the middle picture hav- ful to test the programme using different
ing the stereoscopic effeet.
data records from different sport diseiplines.
Warning:
Critical remarks. suggestions and data
Continuous provoked squinting or the records are therefore welcome.
use o f t h e parallel view technique over a
long period of time can lead to oeulomotor disorders. For this reason please Contact address:
use the viewing techniques described
Martin Thomas Spahr
only for a short time.
e-mail: m.spahr@uni-bonn.de
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